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ABSTRACT

the appropriate perception of its relevance and usefulness
is the development of behavior-centric computational models that encompass the social, aﬀective, and communicative
state of the interlocutors. Such capability can augment the
relevant information presented to the experts, strengthening their ability to take appropriate action and to intervene
appropriately. Enabling such a capability has been the goal
of our team.
In this paper we will give an overview of our eﬀort in
Behavioral Signal Processing (BSP) using the case study
of our Couples Therapy project, where distressed couples’
behavior is analyzed.

The expression and experience of human behavior manifestations are complex and are characterized by individual
and contextual heterogeneity. Many domains rely on interpreting behavior – especially those that are distressed
and atypical – through the available signals, both overt e.g.,
audio-visual data and covert e.g., heart rate. This paper
describes the recent developments in behavioral signal processing aimed at understanding dyadic interactions in couple
therapy.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

1.1 Psychology

I.5.0 [Computing Methodologies]: Pattern RecognitionGeneral[signal processing]

Observations of low-level behaviors as indicators of midand high-level behaviors of interest are widely used in psychology research and practice. For example, experts consider the partners’ arousal level as reﬂected in their speech
(e.g., fundamental frequency and energy [Juslin and Scherer,
2005]), physiological metrics (e.g., heart rate, galvanic skin
response [Cacioppo et al., 2000]) and overall body movement
[Gottman and Levenson, 1988]. Likewise, practitioners carefully analyze the valence level of the partners by observing
their facial expressions [Kring and Sloan, 1991; Sloan and
Kring, 2007] and the interactional verbal content [Gonzales et al., 2010; Pennebaker and Chung, 2007]. Behavioral
dominance has also been studied, which is frequently broken down into two diﬀerent aspects: 1) power processes and
2) power outcomes [Cromwell and Olson, 1975]. Power processes involve what people do to get their way and are usually studied with linguistics, both in terms of verbal content
(hedges as low power [Lakoﬀ, 1977]) and verbal behavior
(successful interruptions as high power but not including
backchannel interruptions [Sacks et al., 1974]). Power outcomes have to do with attaining what you want and are
studied by assessing the degree to which you can get your
spouse to become like yourself or the position you are advocating for the spouse, which could either take the form of
changing the spouse’s mind or getting the spouse to behave
as you want. Other important low-level behaviors are approach tendencies (e.g., touch frequency and duration, facial
and body orientation, forward lean, frequency and duration
of eye contact, and frequency of non-nervous gestures and
backchannel nods) and avoidance tendencies (e.g., changing
the topic, disagreement, questioning the other spouse’s reasoning) [Bousmalis et al., 2009; Coker and Burgoon, 1987;
Doohan, 2007]. These low-level behaviors, as a whole, point
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding dyadic interactions is a critical step for a
range of ﬁelds including psychology and psychiatry (e.g.,
family therapy). The state of the art – expert monitoring
and intervention – can be extremely expensive and timeconsuming. It additionally suﬀers from reliability issues and
fundamental limitations of humans in being fully cognizant
of multistream, multirate information. Finally, it is scalable
only to the degree of available experts at the time.
Automation of the observational practice in dyadic interaction of these processes promises tremendous beneﬁts to
the domain expert. Integral to interpretation of such information in emotionally-rich, multiperson interactions and
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to capture relevant high-level behaviors during problem-solving
couples’ interactions: the Social Support Interaction Rating
System (SSIRS) [Jones and Christensen, 1998] and the Couples Interaction Rating System 2 (CIRS2) [Heavey et al.,
2002]; in total, there are 33 behavioral codes. Both coding manuals were designed to have evaluators watch the entire session and provide session-level ratings of each spouse’s
overall behavior on an integer scale from 1 to 9; utteranceand turn-level ratings were not obtained. Three to four student evaluators coded each session, producing one set of 33
codes for each spouse. All evaluators underwent a training
period to give them a sense for what was “typical” behavior
and to help standardize the coding process. The coding is
a very laborious, expensive, time consuming, and subjective
process. Studies such as this are not easily scalable without
automated ways of gauging these metrics.

to the need for a multimodal approach toward addressing
this behavioral monitoring and understanding from the signal processing point of view.

1.2 Signal Processing
Inferring the appropriate representation of the human state
is a complex problem, and is context-dependent. Although
people are adept at interpreting human states, automated
systems, despite the tremendous progress achieved, still lag
behind in this task. For example, even though reasonable
facial expression classiﬁcation can be obtained under constrained conditions (ﬁxed head position, limited number of
exaggerated expressions), currently no system is in use as a
“plug and play” dynamical natural expression interpretation
module. The venue of this paper is an excellent source of
research in the community towards achieving that.
For instance we have presented extensive work in multimodal processing for extracting human state information
such as in estimating emotions from speech signals [Busso
et al., 2007b; Lee and Narayanan, 2005] and multimodal
data [Metallinou et al., 2008, 2011], and for speaker tracking [Rozgic et al., 2007] and interaction ﬂow [Busso et al.,
2005, 2007a].
The rest of the paper will proceed as follows. First, we will
brieﬂy present the data set and the psychologically-inspired
goal of behavioral coding. Second, we will present three
methods of addressing the estimation of these behaviors and
one initial eﬀort for the fusion of two of these methods. Finally, we will present highlights of our current and future
data collections towards gaining information about understanding dyadic interactions of distressed individuals.

2.

3. SIGNAL PROCESSING ANALYSIS
For our behavioral signal processing analysis we use the
couples data from three recordings: before the therapy sessions began, 26 weeks into therapy, and two years after the
therapy sessions ﬁnished. In total, we have 96 hours of data
across 574 sessions and we employed 372 of these based on
the quality of automated segmentation of the audio.
The audio-video data consist of a split-screen video (analog NTSC) and a single channel of far-ﬁeld audio. Since the
data were originally only intended for manual coding, the
recording conditions were not ideal for automatic analysis;
the video angles, microphone placement, and background
noise varied across couples and across time periods. We also
have access to word transcriptions, in which the speaker was
labeled as well (husband/wife). The transcripts lack detailed
annotations such as timing and speech overlap indications.
We present here the ﬁrst three directions of our analysis of
the longitudinal corpus. Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 will be presented based on a leave-one-out cross validation for mostly
a single behavioral code (due to space constraints), namely
the level of “blame” expressed from one spouse to the other.
Based on our binary classiﬁcation goal, we partitioned the
data into two classes: high blame and low blame. The high
blame partition consisted of the 70 sessions (approximately
20% of the 372 sessions) with the highest average blame
score for the wife and the 70 sessions with the highest average blame score for the husband. The low blame partitions
consisted of the 140 sessions with the lowest average blame
score: 70 for the wife and 70 for the husband. The blame
scores for the two classes ranged from 1.0-1.5 for low blame
and 5.0-9.0 for high blame, so they were separable to the
human evaluators, as shown at the top row of Fig. 1.

LONGITUDINAL COUPLES THERAPY
STUDY

Psychologists depend critically on perceptual judgments
made by themselves or other experts to provide appropriate
communicative strategy suggestions. To better understand
distressed married couples, data were collected as part of a
longitudinal study at the University of California, Los Angeles and the University of Washington. The resulting corpus consists of audio-video recordings of couples (wife and
husband) during real problem-solving dyadic interactions.
The data were collected for human consumption, and it thus
poses signiﬁcant challenges towards machine processing.
For this study [Christensen et al., 2004], 134 seriously
and chronically distressed married couples received couples
therapy for one year. Participants in the study ranged from
22 to 72 years old, with a median age for men of 43 years (SD
= 8.8) and a median age for women of 42 years (SD = 8.7).
They were, on average, college-educated (median level of
education for both men and women was 17 years, SD = 3.2).
The sample was largely Caucasian (77%), with 8% African
American, 5% Asian or Paciﬁc Islander, 5% Latino/Latina,
1% Native American, and 4% Other. Couples were married
an average of 10.0 years (SD = 7.7). As part of the study,
the couples participated in sessions where they discussed a
problem in their relationship with no therapist or research
staﬀ present. The couple talked for ten minutes about the
wife’s chosen topic and ten minutes about the husband’s
chosen topic; these sessions were analyzed separately.
The data has been richly coded by the psychology experts
aided by two coding manuals that were designed speciﬁcally

3.1 Classification based on single-user model
3.1.1 Acoustic Classification
In addition to being a major information source of human expression, vocal cues have been shown to be relevant
in the context of marital interactions [Baucom et al., 2009;
Gottman et al., 1997]. To capture the vocal cues we use
a range of acoustic low-level descriptors (LLDs) extracted
across each session. For details of the LLDs we refer the authors to [Black et al., 2010, 2011] and related work in emotion recognition [Grimm et al., 2007; Lee and Narayanan,
2005], as well as our past voice activity detection (VAD)
work [Ghosh et al., 2011].
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Figure 1: Distribution of data based on (top) the
average ratings provided by multiple human experts
and (bottom) the diﬀerence in log-likelihoods of the
ML model for λ = 0.5. As can be seen codes where
annotators had minimal separation also result in the
greatest overlap by the ML model.
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Figure 2: Overview of the classiﬁcation process
without human transcripts through the use of ASR
lattices.
code vs λ
acceptance
blame
humor
negative
positive
sadness

speech/non-speech, f0 , intensity, 15 MFCCs,
8 MFBs, jitter, jitter-of-jitter, shimmer
mean*, median*, standard deviation*,
minimum*, maximum*, range*, skewness,
kurtosis, min/max positions, lower quartile,
upper quartile, interquartile range, linear
approximation slope coeﬀ.
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58.9

72.9

73.2
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71.4
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64.6

52.5

55.0

55.7

52.1

50.4

50.7

51.1

51.8

52.1

54.3

52.1

Table 2: Results of classiﬁcation using lexical analysis of the noisy audio signal for diﬀerent λ.

Table 1: A list of the acoustic low-level descriptors
(LLDs) and static functionals we used; the six “basic” functionals are starred (*).

the SSIRS and CIRS2 rating systems. From the natural
language processing view, one of the simplest approaches to
behavioral code classiﬁcation is the use of maximum likelihood (ML) classiﬁers. However the transcription task for
such noisy signals is extremely challenging (with unadapted
typical WER>80%). In addition the training set for a ML
classiﬁer is small and hence signiﬁcant data smoothing is
needed. This can be achieved through the use of a Universal Background Model (UBM), here denoted by B, where
the probability of a transcript T given a class Ci :

[(1 − λ) p(wj |Ci ) + λp(wj |B)] (1)
p(T |Ci ) =

Based on the LLDs, we employed an overgenerative approach to produce session-wide acoustic features based on a
range of functionals of the LLDs (Table 1) across ﬁve diﬀerent signal scenarios and at six diﬀerent temporal granularities. The ﬁve diﬀerent signal scenarios are: whole session
with rated partner (2 cases), other partner (2 cases), and
both partners (1 case).
The six temporal granularities included one set of global
features, in which functionals were computed across the entire session (for each LLD and signal scenario), and ﬁve sets
of hierarchical features, based on [Schuller et al., 2008]. The
ﬁve hierarchical feature sets were computed by ﬁrst splitting
the LLD/signal scenario into disjoint windows of durations:
0.1s, 0.5s, 1s, 5s, 10s. We then computed the 14 functionals
listed in Table 1 for each of these windows, producing 14
vectors of functional values for the entire session. Finally,
we generated the hierarchical features by computing the six
“basic” functionals (Table 1) across each of these vectors.
Because of the windowing technique used, these hierarchical
features hopefully capture some of the moment-to-moment
changes that occur within the interaction.
After removing static features with zero standard deviation, there were about 53100 features at each cross-validation
fold. For the classiﬁcation task we employed a support vector machine (SVM) using LIBSVM [Chang and Lin, 2001].
Since there were orders of magnitude more features (50,000+)
than instances (280), we used a linear kernel. All features
were z -normalized by subtracting the mean value in the
training data and dividing by the standard deviation.

all j
th

where wi is the i word in the transcript and λ is a smoothing weight. The equations above are given in their unigram
format for simplicity. Results on Table 4 and the second row
of Fig. 1 show that this simple interpolation method aids in
achieving signiﬁcant accuracy.
The second challenge is the lack of transcripts. Given the
very high WER for such noisy signals we decided to follow
the approach of Fig. 2. The process there is to train the system as previously but score instead the lattices. Practically
the process can be done through two competing two-pass
ASR decoders where the ﬁrst pass (pruning) is done with
the same language model and the second pass is done with
the two competing language models.
Results in Table 2 show that despite the extremely high
WER the system can still result in respectable accuracies
higher than 50% chance.
Lexical signiﬁcance Lexical analysis, notably in collaboration with our psychologist partners, allows us to examine
whether speciﬁc words oﬀered insights into speciﬁc behavioral codes and whether those are couple speciﬁc or generalize. For instance Table 3 shows that speciﬁc words can oﬀer
useful insight into behavioral codes. For example, we can
see the word YOU, which appeared 59 times, had the largest
contribution to the blame decision while the word UM (23
times) scored as the least blaming unigram (λ = 0.4). The

3.1.2 Lexical Classification
Lexical content of the interaction is a very important source
of information regarding the couples behavior. This is reﬂected in the literature [Gubbins et al., 2010; WilliamsBaucom et al., 2010], empirical knowledge, and directly in
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Figure 3: System block diagram, from the low-level
descriptors (LLDs) to the blame class outputs for
the acoustic, lexical, and fusion classiﬁers

Table 3: The unigrams with the most impact towards the correct classiﬁcation of one test sample as
a blaming session.
computational analysis enables us to easily identify important terms that can be followed up with detailed experimental and psychological inquiry. More details can be found
in [Georgiou et al., 2011].

3.1.3 Fusion of Acoustic and Lexical classifiers
The acoustic and lexical information streams, although
signiﬁcantly dependent on each other are also conveying
quite complementary information to human observers. This
has also been shown in a range of domains such as emotion recognition [Lee and Narayanan, 2005] and with a range
of complementary modalities such as in interaction dynamics [Busso et al., 2005, 2007a], etc. In our scenario, based on
the diﬀerent rates of the two classiﬁers we decided to fuse
the two information streams at the classiﬁer-score level due
to the simplicity of such a fusion system.
We again used LIBSVM’s SVM for the fusion classiﬁer and
z -normalized the fusion features, so they were on a comparable scale. We tried three pairs of classiﬁer combinations:
fusing the static acoustic and ASR-derived lexical classiﬁers
(see Figure 3), fusing the static acoustic and oracle lexical
classiﬁers, and fusing the two lexical classiﬁers. Results in
Table 4 show that classiﬁcation improves by fusing the automatically derived speech and language information.

System

Classifier

Baseline

Chance

Acc (%)
50.0

Unimodal

Acoustic
Lexical/ASR
Lexical/Oracle

79.6
75.4
91.1

Fusion

Acoustic + Lexical/ASR
Acoustic + Lexical/Oracle
Lexical/ASR + Lexical/Oracle

82.1
91.8
87.5

Table 4: The accuracy of the proposed classiﬁcation
methods.

3.2 Classification based on user-dynamics
3.2.1 Entrainment
In addition to person-speciﬁc features for quantifying the
behavior of the participants, measures such as the interaction synchrony [Kimura and Daibo, 2006] between the interlocutors can be employed to analyze the quality of their
interaction. Although such measures do not necessarily correlate to codes such as “blame”, “sarcasm,” etc., they do signify the eﬃciency of the communication. This phenomenon,
also known as entrainment, can be viewed as coupled interacting dynamical systems.
Several previous studies have considered entrainment by
using various behavioral cues; for example, McGarva investigated the mutual entrainment in vocal activity rhymes [McGarva and Warner, 2003], Nenkova analyzed the high frequency word usage entrainment [Nenkova et al., 2008], Richardson analyzed the entrainment of body movements [Richardson et al., 2005], and Pardo showed the phonetic convergence
in conversation settings [Pardo, 2006]. In our work in [Lee
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et al., 2010, 2011a,b], we have shown that we can analyze the
prosodic entrainment phenomenon and use these measures
to perform automatic annotation on one speciﬁc attribute
describing the overall husband or wife’s attitude during interactions - positive vs. negative state.
In short our work in [Lee et al., 2010] is based in stylizing
pitch in a piecewise linear manner (Y = αX + B) computed
every 100ms with 50ms overlap. The slope (α) and intercept (B) were calculated using the method of least squares.
Figure 4 shows an example of stylized pitch and energy contour over an automatically aligned turn. Hence, we have
two parameters for every 100ms to describe the evolution
of prosodic cues instead of 100 raw values. In this work,
we focus only on the slope, which encodes information describing the intonation and the rise or fall of energy values.
We hypothesize the changes of slope values across time capture aspects of speaking style, and the co-variation of this
parameter between speakers can help us identify prosodic
entrainment.
Stylizing the pitch and energy contours generated two onedimensional feature vectors consisting of several frames of
α’s for pitch and energy, respectively, at every automaticallyaligned speaker turn. We then computed prosodic entrainment based on three main methods: square of Pearson correlation, mutual information, and mean of spectral coherence
across turn on this sequence of α’s to estimate the level of
synchronization. Details can be seen in [Lee et al., 2010].
First we showed that these metrics correlate well with positive versus negative interactions.
The second step was to build a Markov chain model (similar to an n-gram model) through quantized values of the
α coeﬃcients. Similar to the lexical classiﬁcation process
above and through leave-one-out cross-validation we showed
signiﬁcant accuracy in the classiﬁcation task based on this
measure as shown in Table 3.2.1.
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Figure 4: Example of stylized pitch and energy
Model
Chance
Full Set Features
Reduced Set Features

C. Busso, S. Lee, and S.S. Narayanan. Using neutral speech
models for emotional speech analysis. In Interspeech 2007
- Eurospeech, pages 2225–2228, Antwerp, Belgium, August 2007b.

Accuracy (%)
50.00%
71.00%
76.00%

Carlos Busso, Murtaza Bulut, Chi-Chun Lee, Abe
Kazemzadeh, Emily Mower, Samuel Kim, Jeannette
Chang, Sungbok Lee, and Shrikanth S. Narayanan.
Iemocap: Interactive emotional dyadic motion capture
database. Journal of Language Resources and Evaluation,
42(4):335–359, December 2008.

Table 5: Entrainment classiﬁcation results

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented some highlights of our work toward understanding distressed dyadic interactions. These interactions
are extremely complex and dynamic and very heterogeneous.
Our highlights here were of analysis in single-channel acoustic, lexical, and cross-interlocutor dynamics. We have related employing other modalities such as video in this corpus
and multichannel video and MOCAP in parallel collections
[Busso et al., 2008; Rozgić et al., 2010].
In addition, we are also investigating several theoretical
frameworks that allow for the estimation of salient regions
during the interation (e.g., Multiple Instance Learning [Gibson et al., 2011; Katsamanis et al., 2011]). We are analyzing
the data at ﬁner temporal resolution with the aid of ﬁnegrained coding by our psychologist partners. We are also
working with our partners towards collecting high quality
audio-visual data from a new study of 200 couples, that will
also include body-sensors. Finally we have received an NSF
grant to continue this direction of research for the speciﬁc
goal of analyzing reactivity.
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